What better way to show your Dad how much you love him by making him into a cupcake!

Our fun and easy step by step guide is perfect for little fingers, and with our ‘Bake A Dad’ Cupcake Kit you (or the children!) can create some great cakes for Father’s Day.

**Step 1**

Bake your cupcakes in the cases with the Madeira mix provided. When baked cover the top with buttercream and a little jam (the jam will sit under the sugarpaste to make the mouth).
Roll out a piece of sugarpaste and use the face cutter to cut out the head. Use a soft bristled brush to push the sugarpaste out of the cutter without denting the face.

Pop the sugarpaste face on top of the cupcake, making sure the mouth goes over the jam.

Pop the eyes into the eyeholes and make a nose and some ears to match your Dad’s, attaching them with a tiny bit of water.

You can add a moustache or beard.

Colour some buttercream the same colour as your Dad’s hair and then pop the hair piping tube into a piping bag (don’t forget to cut off the tip of the piping bag first!) and fill with the coloured buttercream. Start piping the hair by pushing the buttercream out of the piping bag and then quickly pulling the hair tube up to make spikes.

Colour more buttercream in different colours and make the whole of your family! Pop them all in the red spotty cupcake box and give them to your Dad for Father’s Day.